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The Board and the Presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks have been
in agreement that conditions of membership to v/hich State member banks are
now subject be reviewed for the purpose of eliminating as many of the special
conditions of membership as possible, and of bringing about more uniformity,
In addition, the Board ha3 said that consideration was being given to the
uniform conditions of membership to be prescribed in the future.

In December 19/,6 the Reserve Banks v/ere asked for their views on
several questions regarding membership conditions, Regulation H, and other
membership matters. Formal consideration, however, of a revision of the
conditions of membership was deferred because of the pending litigation
in the Lakevood Village case.

This memorandum submits a program designed to achieve the
purposes referred to above. Because the specific recommeniations can best
be understood after a brief discussion of the background, description of
the present standard conditions, and statement of the questions involved,
the specific recoirunendations are set forth on page 4.

There is v:ide variation among State member banks as to the number
and type of conditions of membership prescribed when the application was
approved. The Board has prescribed conditions of membership from the very
beginning, the number, however, varying fro::, tiiue to time. Prior to the
issuance of Regulation H, Series of 192/., there were no standard conditions
of membership i«ade applicable to all State banks admitted to membership in
the System. After that the number of standard conditions was changed sev-
eral tihies and a survey of the conditions applicable to the 1918 State
banks that were members as of December 31, 1947, shows that they are sub-
ject to standard conditions as follows:

Number of standard
conditions (exclu-

Approved

Prior to 1924
1924 to 1927
1927 to 3-11-33
3-11-33 to 6-30-33
6-30-33 to I-I-36
Since 1-1-36

sive oi trust con-
ditions)

None
9
7
14

Number of
banks subject

/+07*
31
80
56
237
1107
1918

Subject to varying conditions, not uniform.
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Of the 1511 banks subject to the varying standard conditions
prescribed at the time the applications were approved, almost 700 are sub-
ject to standard conditions only. The other 800 odd arc subject to special
conditions as well. In considerably more than half of these cases, hov/ever,
the special conditions required compliance prior to or shortly after admis-
sion, snu therefore have been complied vjith and are now obsolete, or are
continuing conditions of a type no longer prescribed. In the program recom-
mended in this memorandum conditions of th^se two types would be cancelled.

The program recommended would result generally in the retention
of those conditions similar to the standard conditions to be currently
prescribed and of such special conditions as uould be prescribed were the
bank applying for membership now. Such a program would result in a much
greater degree of uniformity in the conditions of membership among all mem-
ber banks than prevailed heretofore.

More complete uniformity cannot be attained without legislation,
since conditions of membership can only be prescribed in connection with
applications for membership or subsequently by mutual agreement, as then
trust conditions are prescribed in connection v;ith an application of a State
bank under genera! conditions of membership for permission to exercise trust
powers.

The most serious gap with respect to possible uniformity is in
connection with requirements for Board approval for reductions in capital.
Such a condition has been prescribed since March 1933 and previously during
the period 1922-27. During two extended periods, horever, such a condition
was not prescribed and there are approximately A-00 State member banks not
subject to such a condition.

PRESET STANDAKD CONDITIONS

A copy of the standard conditions of membership now prescribed
is attached. Briefly they provide that:

1. The bank shall conduct its business with due regard to
the safety of its depositors and, except v:ith the per-
mission of the Board, shall not change the general
character of its business or the scope of its corporate
powers.

2. The bank's capital and surplus shall be adequate and its
capital shall not be reduced except with the permission
of the Board.

3. The bank shall not engage as a business in the sale of
real estate loans.

(Trust Conditions)
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4. The bank shall not engage in self-dealing in the
investment of fiduciary funds.

5. The "bank shall not intermingle trust assets or
invest them collectively, except as permitted in
the case of national banks.

6. If funds held as fiduciary are deposited with the
Banking Department, tiis bank shall deposit security
under the same requirements as applicable to national
banks.

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

The general question of revision of conditions of membership
raises a number of specific questions:

1. Should the present standard conditions be prescribed in
the future? More specifically:

(a) Should present condition number 3 prohibiting a
bank from engaging as a business in issuing or
selling real estate loans be continued?

(b) Should any trust conditions be prescribed at all?

2. What steps can and should be taken to bring about more
uniformity among present members v;ith respect to condi-
tions of membership?

Two possible broad approaches are suggested.

After a review by the Reserve Banks and the Board and
decision has been reached as to which conditions should
be kept or made effective in each individual case one of
these courses could be .followed:

(1) Certain conditions could be cancelled, the member
bank be advised thereof, and furnished with a
clean draft of the conditions considered to be in
force; or

(2) The member bank could be offered the opportunity
by formal action of its board to accept the re-
vised standard conditions, together with such of
the original special conditions as should be re-
tained. The revised conditions thereupon v;ould
supersede the original conditions.
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RECOMMENDATION

1. That the standard conditions to be prescribed in the future
be revised to include only present conditions numbered 1
and 2.

This means the elimination of present standard
condition numbered 3 which prohibits a bank from
engaging as a business in the sale of real estate
loans and the elimination of the 3 standard trust
conditions.

2. That, in order to bring about more uniformity among present
members with respect to conditions of membership:

(a) No attempt be made to persuade present members to
accept new conditions to which they are not subject,

(b) After a review by the Reserve bank and the Board as
to which conditions should be kept in each individual
case, the other conditions be cancelled, the rcember
bank be advised thereof and furnished with a clean
draft of the conditions considered to be in force.

(c) If any member bank in a particular case should express
a desire to do so, it be permitted to accept by formal
action of its board the revised standard conditions
with such of the original conditions as should be re-
tained. The revised conditions thereupon would super-
sede the original conditions.

This would further work towards uniformity since in
quite a number of cases banks admitted to member-
ship prior to January 1, 1936, are subject to the
provisions of present standard conditions of member-
ship numbered 1 and 2 but those provisions are spread
over three or more conditions, it might be that a one
of these banks would prefer to accept the consolidated
conditions.

3. That Regulation H be amended to reflect the changes in the
conditions of membership with appropriate footnote to
condition numbered 1 regarding the elimination of condition
numbered 3 and the three trust conditions.

4. That if the proposed program meets with the favor of the
Board, it be discussed with the Presidents at the next
conference prior to taking final action on the revision.
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CONSENTS

Conditions of membership comparable to the provisions of condition
numbered 1 have been prescribed since 1924. In 1936, the provisions of two
conditions were consolidated into present condition numbered 1.

The condition regarding maintenance of adequate capital was first
prescribed as a general condition in 1933 • The provisions requiring approval
of the Board for reduction in capital were first prescribed in 1922. They
wore dropped, in 1927 and revived in early 3̂ 933 • In 1936 the provisions regard-
ing maintenance of adequate capital and reduction in capital were consolidated
into present condition numbered 2.

The provisions of present condition numbered 3 prohibiting a
bank from engaging a^ a business in the sale of real estate loans, were
first proscribed in early 1933 in view of the troubles which a number of
banks experienced because of such sales. This is only one type of banking
practice which has caused trouble. It would be impracticable to include
in the conditions of membership specific prohibition against all mistakes
of judgment ana unsound policies. Therefore, it is recommended that this
condition be dropped as being a specific condition out of keeping with
general conditions.

Three standard trust conditions, in the case of State banks having
trust powersf have been prescribed, where applicable, since 1933- The major
effect of these conditions has been to apply to State banks certain provi-
sions of Federal law or Regulation F applicable to national banks exercising
fiduciary powers.

Of the 1918 State member banks, 657 have active trust departments
383 are subject to trust conditions;
274 are not subject to trust conditions;

28 are subject to trust conditions but are not nov:
engaged in fiduciary activities.

Most of the larger bunks and trust companies were admitted to membership
before the trust conditions were prescribed.

The whole question of fiduciary responsibilities is essentially
a local matter governed by State law. Soxie. difficulties have arisen in
connection with conflicts between the conditions and practices permissible
under State laws with respect to pledge of securities for trust funds de-
posited in the banking department and interpretations of the condition
regarding investments of trust funds in interests of directors and officers.
The recommendation for dropping the standard conditions, however, is not
based predominantly upon the difficulties of administration, but on the
broader basis that there is no occasion for the Board to undertake to
control by conditions of membership the exercise of fiduciary powers by
State banks, and that any questions of improper practice can be handled
under the general powers of supervision.
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Abuses of the practice of selling real estate loans or failure to
conduct trust business in a proper manner might, if severe enough, be con-
sidered as violations of condition numbered 1, or could otherwise be handled
as supervisory matters as circumstances warrant. A footnote, as suggested
in recommendation numbered 3, night read substantially as follov/s:

"For many years prior to , 194B, the Board prescribed,
as standard conditions of membership, a condition which, in general, pro-
hibited banks from engaging as a business in the sale of real estate loans
to the public and certain conditions relating to the exercise of trust powers,
including one which prohibited self-dealing in the investment of trust funds.
The elimination of these conditions as standard conditions of membership does
not reflect any change in the Board*s position as to the undesirabiiity of
the practices formerly prohibited by such conditions; and attention is called
to the fact that encasing as a business in the sale of real estate loans to
the public or failing to conduct trust business in accordance with the appli-
cable State laws and sound principles of trust administration may constitute
unsafe or unsound practices and violate condition numbered 1."

ATTITUDE OF THE RESERVE 3ANKS

In a letter dated December 17> 19'+6» the Reserve Banks were asked
for their views on several questions regarding membership conditions, Regu-
lation H, and other membership matters. The letters are in the accompanying
file and a summary of the replies is attached.

Briefly, the replies of the Reserve Banks with respect to the ques-
tions asked regarding conditions of membership may be outlined as follows (any
such outline cannot, of course, reflect the extended discussion and reasoning
given in the several letters):

Question

Do you consider it necessary or advisable to prescribe any
conditions povernin? a bank after its admission to membership?

Replies

Answered affirmatively by all banks subject to the following
exceptions:

Boston would prescribe only necessary special conditions in
particular cases.

Richmond suggests that the Federal Reserve Act should be
amended to impose upon member v inks the limitations and
restrictions now imposed by standard conditions of member-
ship and that thereafter only necessary special conditions
be prescribed in particular cases.
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liinneapolis suggests amendment of Regulation H to substi-
tute the following for the present provisions of Section 6:

"Each member bank shall at all times conduct its
business and exercise its powers in accordance
with the applicable provisions of federal and
state lav; and in a safe and prudent manner. Should
any member bank fail to do so, it shall be within
the power of the Board, after hearing, to require
such bank to surrender its stock in the .Federal
Reserve Bank and to forfeit all rights and privi-
leges of membership. Any decision of the Board
on any issue of fact which is supported by sub-
stantial evidence shall be final."

Question

Do you recommend a ...odification, restatement, or elimination
of any of the present standard conditions? Do you recommend
any other conditions, and if so, what? In this connection,
please consider the following more specific questions:

(a) Bearing in mind that standard condition numbered 3 relates
only to dealings in a particular clasa of asset and dealings
in other assets urs not specifically mentioned in the stand-
ard conditions, should this condition be eliminated, modified,
or retained in its present form, and why?

(b) What arguments can be made for the elimination or retention
of any or all of the three standard trust conditions (numbered
4J 5I and 6)? Should there be any conditions relating to
specific practices in connection with the exercise of trust
powers? Should there be a general condition of broader scope
relating to trust activities?

(c) Are the first clauses of standard conditions numbered 1 and 2
necessery or desirable, and why?

Replies The general question

Only St* Louis and San Francisco recommend no modification,
restatement or elimination.

Suggestions for consolidation of conditions, inclusion in
statute, regulation or application form, and for certain
eliminations, are cade. No ner:,T conditions are recommended
except as indicated below.

c
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(a) Condition nimbered 3

Boston recommends no standard conditions.

New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago,
Minneapolis and Dallas recommend elimination.

St. Louis, Kansas City and San Francisco recommend retention:

3t. Louis because it prevents a revival of an undesirable
practice; Kansas City because it is sound and properly inte-
grated with Section 5136, R.S.; San Francisco because it
constitutes a warning to State member banks that such prac-
tices are not permissible.

(b) Trust conditions

Four bal̂ ks — Boston, Cleveland, Chicago, and Minneapolis —
recorjnen# elimination of the trust conditions.

The other sig&t banks recommend retention of all or part of
the conditions^ follows:

New York - Would eliminate fit* because self-dealing prohibited
by lav/.

Would eliminate #5 &s not needed.

Would retain ifb until all States provide statutory
preference for trust funds deposited.

Philadelphia - Retain all as consistent with generally accepted
Xirinciplee and imposing proper standards.

Richnond - Sees no pressing need for elimination of trust con-
ditions v/hich are based upon accepted trust princi-
ples.

V.Touid eliminate words "or their interests" in irA-

Atlanta - Retain as based upon fundamental trust principles.

St. Louie - Recommend no change. Argument lengthy but generally
to the effect that such conditions impose upon State
banks standards defined in Regulation F for national
banks.

c
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Kansas City - Recommend amplification of #1+ to cover sale or
transfer.

Recommend clarification of #5 to require that State
banks operating common trust funds should do so in
accordance with Section 17 of Regulation F.

Suggest amendment of #6 to except banks in States
that do not perjr.it pledge of acsets for the purpose.

Recommend that substance of sections 6 and 7 of
Regulation F regarding trust; management and regard-
ing books and accounts be added as conditions of
membership.

Dallas - Feel that present conditions constitute minimum
requirements,

San Francisco - Do not eliminate because of contractual aspect
of membership and salutary effect of conditions on
members.

Some banks discussed a broader general condition, suggesting the
possibility of making Regulation F applicable to Stats member banks.

(c) Are the first clauses of conditions numbered 1
and 2 necessary or desirable, anj why?

The clauses in question are:

"1. Such bank at all times shall conduct its business and exercise
rfcs powers with due rerard to the safety of its depositors, and,
except with the permission of the Board of Governors of the Fed-
eral Reserve Systeu, such bank shall not cause or permit any
change to be n:ade in the general character of its business or
in the scope of the corporate powers exercised by it at the time
of admission to membership.

"2. The net capital and surplus funds of such bank shall be adequate
in relatTon. to the character and condition of its assets and to
its deposit liabilities and other corporate responsibilities,
and its capital shall' not be reduced except with the permission
of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System."

Boston favors the elimination of ail the standard conditions.
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The following six banks favor elimination of the clauses, the rea-
sons given generally being that they are unnecessary or are stated in such
general terms as to be difficult of application:

New York Chicago
Cleveland Minneapolis
Richmond Kansas City

The following five banks favor the retention of the clauses con-
sidering them to be desirable and helpful in strengthening the position of the
Board and the Reserve Banks when corrective action is needed; the point is
also made that deletion might be subject to misinterpretation:

Philadelphia Dallas
Atlanta San Francisco
St. Louis

Our recommendation is that the clauses be retained.

Attachments - Present conditions of membership (Exam 37)
Excerpt from minutes of Conference of Presidents, June 7 and 8,
1946

Letter to Reserve Banks regarding revision of conditions of
membership and other membership matters (Z-I968)

Analysis of replies to letter Z-1968
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